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Abstract Background: Repeated failure of in vitro fertilization treatment is frustrating to the

patients and their clinicians. Various treatment plans and a change of protocol have been suggested

for ‘‘low responders’’; however, patients who fail treatment repeatedly inspite of good quality

embryos pose a special therapeutic challenge. Additional challenge would be imposed on that par-

ticular group when the local IVF regulating low does not permit surplus embryo freezing. Objective:

To examine whether sequential transfer of embryos on day 3 and on day 5 after ovum pick-up

improves IVF/ET success rates in patients with repeated consecutive IVF failures (P 3 trials) com-

pared to day 3 alone, with the background that local regulation prohibits embryo freezing. Study

design: Randomized controlled study. Women scheduled for IVF/ET with repeated consecutive

IVF failures (P 3 trials) were randomized to either sequential transfer of embryos on day 3 and

on day 5 after ovum pick-up (Group I = 74) or conventional day 3 transfer (Group II = 73) as

a control. The primary outcome measures were clinical pregnancy rate and implantation rate.

The secondary outcome measures were ongoing pregnancy rate and early pregnancy loss.

Results: Baseline and cycle characteristics were comparable in both groups. Clinical pregnancy rate

(per embryo transfer) was significantly higher in sequential ET group (37. 8%) compared to that in

day 3 group (21.9%) (P value <0.05). Also, implantation rate (per embryos transferred) was
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significantly higher in sequential ET group (17.1%) compared to that in control group (10.5%) (P

value <0.01). Similarly, ongoing pregnancy (per embryo transfer) was significantly higher in

sequential ET group (33. 8%) compared to that in day 3 group (19.2%) (P value <0.05).

Conclusions: Patients with repeated implantation failures, treatment with the sequential embryo

transfer approach had significantly improved pregnancy outcomes compared to regular day 3 trans-

fers. This approach would be particularly useful when neither oocyte freezing is a clinical option due

to insufficient number of collected oocytes nor surplus embryo freezing is an option as the current

local regulatory law prohibits it.

� 2015 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Middle East Fertility Society.

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-

nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Repeated implantation failure (RIF) is determined when trans-
ferred embryos fail to implant following several in vitro fertil-
ization (IVF) treatment cycles. However, there are no formal

criteria defining the number of failed cycles or the total number
of embryos transferred in these IVF attempts. Accordingly,
different fertility centers practicing IVF may use different def-

initions for RIF (1). Considering the current success rate of
IVF treatments and the mean number of embryos transferred
in each cycle, it is recommended to define RIF as failure of

implantation in at least three consecutive IVF attempts, in
which 1–2 embryos of high grade quality are transferred in
each cycle (2). Repeated IVF–embryo transfer failures may
occur for a variety of reasons typically include reduced

endometrial receptivity secondary to uterine cavity anomalies,
thin endometrium, abnormal changes in adhesion molecules
expression and embryonic developmental abnormalities, such

as low embryo quality due to a poor culture environment
and genetic factors. Improving the clinical pregnancy rate in
these patients is a challenge faced by clinicians and improving

endometrial receptivity is essential to increase the success rate.
Machtinger et al. (3) reported that sequential ET may be used
to increase endometrial receptivity and improve the pregnancy
outcomes in patients with repeated IVF–ET failures. However,

the efficacy of this procedure is still a matter of debate.
Loutradis et al. (4) have reported an improvement of
IVF/ET outcome in patient with repeated IVF/ET who under-

went endometrial biopsy prior to the recent cycle. Their expla-
nation for such improvement was that local injury to the
endometrium induces production of cytokines that enhance

implantation.

Blastocyst transfer is an approach aiming to improve the
IVF/ET in repeated IVF/ET failures. However, the results of

this approach depend on the number of fertilized oocytes and
the quality of the fertilized embryos. Ledee-Bataille et al. (5)
reported similar implantation rate of day 3 embryos vs day 5
embryos in prospective randomized study. Moreover, cancela-

tion of the entire treatment cycle can happen due to failure of
the embryos to develop to blastocyst stage with unfavorable
emotional and economic consequences. Thus, sequential trans-

fer approach has the advantage of blastocyst transfer without
exposing the whole cycle to the risk of cancelation.

Published data on sequential transfer is limited. Earlier

studies had demonstrated increased pregnancy rates following
IVF/ET cycles with sequential ET (6). However, later on, sev-
eral authors found no significant differences in pregnancy rate
our WA et al. Does sequential embryo t
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between the groups with and without the second transfer (7,8).

Again, Loutradis et al. (4) demonstrated increased success with
sequential ET technique in women who had more than three
failed treatment cycles with transfer of good embryos. The

variability in the endometrial maturation process and increas-
ing the receptivity ‘‘window’’ were cited by those authors as
the main reasons for performing sequential transfer cycle.
Machtinger et al. (3), Almog et al. (9) and Fang et al. (10)

demonstrated improved cycle success rates in patient with
RIF treated with sequential ET compared with the regular
days 2–3 embryo replacement protocol. However, they

recommended a larger randomized trial to compare conven-
tional day 3 ET with sequential ET before validating their
conclusion.

The objective of the study was determined in response to
local working conditions under regulations that prohibits sur-
plus embryo freezing and still unsatisfactory oocyte freezing

program where clinicians had to face clinical situation when
they are dealing with cases of RIF having potentially surplus
embryos that normally would be disposed. So the objective
was not to compare day 3 and day 5 transfers, in fact it was

to evaluate whether sequential embryo transfer on day 3 fol-
lowed by a day 5-blastocyst, in this selected subgroup of
patients would be beneficial or not compared to single transfer

on day 3.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Patients

This randomized study was carried out in ART units (Enjab
Hospital & DGFC-UAE) over a 3 year period, between
April 2008 and March 2011. Women with repeated IVF/ET

failures (P 3 trials) and scheduled for IVF/ICSI were recruited
into the study after giving informed written consent. Ethical
approvals were granted for the study from the local ethical
committees before enrollment.

Inclusion criteria were age 540 years, normal karyotype,
normal thrombophilia screening, normal endometrium,
absence of hydrosalpinx and endometriosis, and availability

of P5 embryos on post-fertilization check (for a good
potential chance to have 3 good quality embryos available
for transfer). Exclusion criteria were patients not fulfilling

any of the above criteria, and previous or potential poor or
high responders by ovarian reserve tests. Cases fulfilling
inclusion criteria were randomized after ovum pickup (OPU)
ransfer improve pregnancy rate in patients with repeated implantation failure? A
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and postfertilization check. The randomization was done
according to a computer-generated list. Patients were allocated
to either sequential transfer (day 3 and day 5) or conventional

transfer (day 3) protocols keeping strictly compliance with the
sequence of cases and the order of allocation groups. This
computer-generated randomization was done by the nurse

coordinator without interference from the clinicians or
investigators.

2.2. Stimulation protocol

Women participating in this study followed a conventional
mid-luteal long GnRH agonist protocol that began with daily

S.C. injections of 0.1 mg Triptorelin (Decapeptyl, Ipsen
pharma biotech, France) on Day 21 of the pre-stimulation
cycle. The GnRH agonist was continued until the day of
HCG administration. Gonadotropin was administered daily

by S.C. injection of recombinant FSH-follitropin beta
(Puregon; Organon, the Netherlands). The dose of gonadotro-
pins was individualized according to the patient’s age and pre-

vious stimulation history or response to stimulation, started
after confirmation of downregulation by transvaginal scan
on days 4–5 of the period, and continued for five days after

which the dose was adjusted according to the ovarian response
which was monitored by transvaginal ultrasound and serum
E2 levels. Final oocyte maturation was by 250 lg injection of
recombinant hCG (Ovitrelle, Merck-Serono SA) as soon as

�3 follicles of P18 mm were present. Transvaginal oocyte
retrieval was performed under general anesthesia 34–36 h after
HCG injection.

2.3. Observation of the embryos

Intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) was performed ± 4 h

after OPU, and the oocytes were checked for fertilization 16–
18 h later. Normal fertilization was indicated by the appear-
ance of two pronuclei. Once post-fertilization check confirmed

availability of P5 embryos, patients were randomized to one
of the 2 groups. Embryos were cultured in commercial sequen-
tial IVF medium (Quinn’s Advantage Cleavage Medium;
SAGE, Pasadena, CA, USA) and were checked on day 3.

Good-quality embryos were defined as embryos containing
P6 cells on day 3 with grade 1 (uniform blastomeres with
no fragmentation) and grade 2 (blastomeres size was slightly

uneven with<20% fragmentation) embryos were being transferred.

2.4. Selection and embryos transfer

Number of embryos to be transferred was restricted to total 3
whether in single or in sequential transfer using embryos
grade 1 or grade 2 only. In group 2, embryo transfer was

carried out on day 3 while in group 1 (sequential D3/D5)
two good-quality embryos were transferred on day 3, then
the remaining good-quality embryos were placed in blastocyst
culture medium (Quinn’s Advantage Blastocyst Medium;

SAGE) and cultured until day 5 and only one good-quality
blastocyst was transferred. Luteal phase supplementation
with vaginal administration of progesterone (Crinone� 8%,

Serono, United Kingdom) was 90 mg once daily starting from
the day of OP and continued for 12 weeks of gestation if
pregnancy was achieved.
Please cite this article in press as: Ismail Madkour WA et al. Does sequential embryo t
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2.5. Outcome measures

The primary outcome measures were clinical pregnancy rate
and implantation rate (per embryo transfer). The secondary
outcome measures were ongoing pregnancy rate and early

pregnancy loss. Pregnancy testing was performed 15 days after
ovulation trigger. Positive pregnancy was defined as a b-hCG
level >10 mIU/mL. Ultrasound examination was performed
at 6 week gestation to assess the fetal sac number and the fetal

heart beat (FHB). Clinical pregnancy rate is the patients’ pro-
portion with viable FHB. Implantation rate is the proportion
of gestational sacs seen on the ultrasound divided by the total

number of embryos transferred. Ongoing pregnancy is the
patients’ proportion that their pregnancy continued beyond
12 weeks. Early pregnancy loss is the patients’ proportion with

their pregnancy failed to develop before 12 weeks of gestation.

2.6. Statistical analysis

The sample size was calculated for 80% power and 5% level of
significance. With an expected 10% difference in the rate of
pregnancy in patient with repeated implantation failure, and
assuming a 10% drop-out-rate, a sample of at least 70 patients

were required in each group.
The results were tabulated and statistically analyzed using a

computer program SPSS (statistic a package for social science,

Chicago, IL, USA), version 15 software. The sample mean (X),
standard deviation (SD), and standard error of the mean as
well as the range were obtained for numerical variables. For

non-numerical variables, the frequency, distribution and per-
centage were calculated. The Student’s (t) test was used to test
the significance of the difference between 2 independent means.
The Chi square test (X2) was used to test whether the distribu-

tion of a certain phenomenon among two or more groups was
equal or not. The probability (P) value was calculated and a P-
value <0.05 was considered statistically significant and P-

value <0.001 to be highly significant.

3. Results

Out of 161 patients undergoing ICSI were eligible to be
recruited in the study, 7 patients were excluded from the study
in both groups for cancelation or not consenting, then 154

patients were randomized in this study into the 2 groups.
Further Seven patients were excluded as there were no avail-
able embryos for transfer on day 3 or day 5 in both groups.

Finally 147 patients completed the study. The flowchart of
the patients included in the study is shown in Fig. 1.

As shown in Table 1, the patients’ characteristics showed
no significant differences between the two groups regarding

the mean age at initiation of stimulation, BMI, duration of
infertility, type of infertility, number of previous failed IVF tri-
als and AFC, AMH and basal FSH. Moreover, the cause of

infertility in the two groups had also no significant difference.
Regarding ovarian stimulation outcome (Table 2), no sta-

tistically significant differences were observed between the

two groups regarding the duration of ovarian stimulation,
total dose of rFSH units used for ovarian stimulation,
endometrial thickness at day of OPU, oocyte retrieved, MII

oocyte percentage, fertilization rate, and number of good qual-
ity embryos on day 3.
ransfer improve pregnancy rate in patients with repeated implantation failure? A
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D3 ET 
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N=154

Pa�ents completed the study 
(N=147)

Refusal to 
par�cipate

N=3

Cancelled
N=4 

(Poor response =2 
and OHSS =2)

No or < 3 good 
quality 
embryos on D3 
(N=3)

-No or < 3 good 
quality embryos 
on D3 (N=2)

-No or bad 
quality 
blastocyst(s) on 
D5 (N=2) 

Figure 1 Flowchart of the patients included in this study.
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As shown in Table 3, pregnancy rate and clinical pregnancy
rate (per embryo transfer) were significantly higher in sequen-

tial ET group (43.2% and 37.8% respectively) compared to
that in day 3 group (27.4% and 21.9% respectively)
(X2 = 4.04 and 4.4, P value <0.04 and <0.03 respectively).

Also, implantation rate (per embryos transferred) was signifi-
cantly higher in sequential ET group (17.1%) compared to that
in day 3 group (10.5%) (X2 = 5.9 and P value <0.01).
Similarly Ongoing pregnancy (per embryo transfer) was, also,

significantly higher in sequential ET group (33. 8%) compared
to that in day 3 group (19.2%) (X2 = 4.02 and P value <0.04).

On the other hand, multiple pregnancy rate and early preg-

nancy loss were similar in the two groups (25.0% and 9.5% in
sequential ET vs 25.0% and 8.2% in day 3 group respectively),
with no significant difference.

4. Discussion

The process of implantation involves two main components, a

healthy embryo that should have the potential to implant and
Please cite this article in press as: Ismail Madkour WA et al. Does sequential embryo t
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a receptive endometrium that should enable implantation. The
‘‘cross-talk’’ between the embryo and the endometrium that

finally leads to apposition, attachment and invasion of
embryos is mandatory for successful implantation and subse-
quent normal placentation (2). These processes seem to involve

many mediators originating in the embryo, as well as in the
endometrium, and also involve the maternal immunologic sys-
tem (11–13). Any abnormality attributed to the embryo, the
endometrium or the immune system will result in implantation

failure. Accordingly, treatment of RIF should be targeted to
the abnormality detected with correction of any potential mal-
function that led to implantation failure (1,14).

Some researchers have reported that two-thirds of IVF–em-
bryo transfer failures are due to a lack of endometrial receptiv-
ity and one-third due to poor embryo quality. Therefore when

the embryo quality and culture environment are good, the key
to improving the pregnancy rate is to improve endometrial
receptivity (11).

Under the assumption that embryos that cease to develop
in utero, result in implantation failure, culturing them to the
ransfer improve pregnancy rate in patients with repeated implantation failure? A
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Table 1 Demographic data of the studied groups

(mean ± SD).

Variable Sequential

ET group 1

N= 74

D3 ET

group 2

N= 73)

P

value

Age (years) 34.4 ± 1.4 34.0 ± 1.5 NS

Body mass index (kg/m2) 23.47 ± 7.92 21.98 ± 5.86

Infertility durations (years) 08.3 ± 0.72 08.54 ± 0.61 NS

Primary infertility (No) 43 (58.1%) 41 (56.2%)

Previous failed IVF cycles

(No)

4.6 ± 0.51 4.3 ± 0.32 NS

Antral follicle count (AFC) 8.1 ± 1.1 7.8 ± 1.3

AMH 1.67 ± 0.61 1.72 ± 0.53

Basal FSH (mIU/mL) 06.56 ± 2.31 06.17 ± 3.08

Indication for IVF (%) NS

Male factors 29 (39.2%) 26 (35.6%)

Tubal factors 11 (14.9%) 13 (17.8%)

Pelvic factors 10 (13.5%) 10 (13.7%)

Unexplained 15 (20.3%) 17 (23.3%)

Others 9 (12.1%) 7 (09.6%)

Note: NS= not significant.

Table 3 Achievement of pregnancy in the studied groups.

Variable Sequential ET

group 1

N= 74

D3 ET

group 2

N= 73)

P value

Pregnancy rate 32 (43.2%) 20 (27.4%) P < 0.05

Clinical pregnancy

rate

28 (37.8%) 16 (21.9%) P < 0.05

Implantation rate 38/222

(17.1%)

23/219

(10.5%)

P < 0.01

Multiple pregnancy

rate

7/28 (25.0%) 4/16 (25.0%) NS

Early pregnancy loss 7/74 (09.5%) 6/73 (08.2%) NS

Ongoing pregnancy

rate

25/74 (33.8%) 14/73 (19.2%) P < 0.05
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blastocyst stage will serve two goals. First, it will enable better
selection of embryos for transfer, and second, it will promote

more physiologic synchronization with the endometrium and
capability of achieving the ‘‘implantation window’’ (2).
Currently morphologic criteria help in the selection of embryos

for transfer; however, in RIF patients, intrinsic factors may
prevent some embryos, even ones with high morphologic
scores, from cleaving normally. To overcome the problem of

random selection of impaired embryos, more embryos can be
transferred in patients with RIF, though the risk of multiple
pregnancies must be acknowledged. The transfer of embryos
that are cultured to the blastocyst stage improves selection

and decreases the risk of multiple pregnancies as shown in sev-
eral (15–17). However, it is possible that no blastocyst forms
during culture with the risk of cycle cancelation (17), which

highlights the disadvantages of culturing embryos to day 5;
an approach that is only suitable for patients produce many
embryos. Moreover, working under conditions where neither

the local law permits the surplus embryo freezing nor oocyte
freezing is satisfactory, these would add to the challenge.
Table 2 Ovarian stimulation and ICSI outcomes in the

studied groups (mean ± SD).

Variable Sequential ET

group 1

N = 74

D3 ET

group 2

N = 73)

P

value

Duration of stimulation 11.92 ± 1.35 11.56 ± 1.47 NS

Total rFSH units (·103) 2.56 ± 0.98 2.74 ± 1.01 NS

Endometrial thick. (mm) 10.85 ± 3.83 11.21 ± 3.73 NS

Oocyte retrieved (No) 12.73 ± 3.64 13.28 ± 2.67 NS

MII oocyte (%) 75.94 ± 12.43 74.13 ± 11.87 NS

Fertilization rate 76.49 ± 15.26 77.18 ± 13.63 NS

Day 3-Good quality

embryos (No)

4.31 ± 1.21 4.62 ± 1.23 NS

Please cite this article in press as: Ismail Madkour WA et al. Does sequential embryo t
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To overcome these problems, day-3 and day-5 sequential
transfer ensures transfer, on day 3, thereby reducing risk of
cancelation of blastocyst transfer and this definitely will give

the option of blastocyst transfer when it is developed.
Published data on sequential transfer is limited. Earlier studies
had demonstrated increased pregnancy rates following

IVF/ET cycles with sequential ET (6). However, later on, Al-
Hasani et al. (7) and Ashkenazi et al. (8) found no beneficial
effect.

Our study findings suggest that day-3 and day-5 sequential

transfer can improve the clinical pregnancy and implantation
rates in patients with repeated IVF–ET failures. Sequential
transfer group had significantly higher pregnancy rate

(43.2% vs 27.4%), clinical pregnancy rate (37.8% vs 21.9%),
implantation rate (17.1% vs 10.5%) and ongoing pregnancy
rate (33.8% vs 19.2%) compared to conventional day 3

transfer.
The hypothesis is that, during the first day-3 transfer, the

embryos (2 embryos) may induce an increase in endometrial

receptivity, thereby creating a better endometrial environment
for the second transfer (1 blastocyst) on day 5 (18). Studies
have shown that co-culture of early-stage embryos with
endometrial epithelium may increase the success rate of IVF–

embryo transfer, especially in patients with repeated failures,
indicating that the interaction between the embryo and the
endometrium is important (19–22).

Also, insertion of the catheter during the first transfer may
induce mechanical stimulation of the endometrium, leading to
increase in endometrial receptivity for the second transfer

(23,24). In addition, Loutradis et al. (4) and Fang et al. (10)
have reported an improvement of IVF/ET outcome in patient
with repeated IVF/ET who underwent endometrial biopsy

prior to the recent cycle. Their explanation was that local
injury to the endometrium induces production of cytokines
that enhance implantation.

Additionally, sequential transfer increases the chance of hit-

ting the ‘‘implantation window’’, since timing may vary among
patients according to the endometrial response to the steroidal
hormones (3,4,9,10). Loutradis et al. (4) demonstrated

increased treatment success with sequential ET technique in
women who had more than three failed treatment cycles with
transfer of good embryos. The variability in the endometrial

maturation process and increasing the receptivity ‘‘window’’
were cited by those authors as the main reasons for performing
sequential transfer cycle. In addition, some researchers have
ransfer improve pregnancy rate in patients with repeated implantation failure? A
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reported that sequential transfer also improved the pregnancy
rate of patients undergoing IVF–embryo transfer for the first
time, and the beneficial effects of sequential embryo transfer

on the implantation rate were also confirmed. Therefore, this
method may be used not only in patients with repeated failures
but also in poor-prognosis patients even in their first

IVF–embryo transfer cycle in order to improve the pregnancy
rate (25,26).

Our study findings differ from those of Al-Hasani et al. (7)

and Ashkenazi et al. (8) who found no significant differences in
pregnancy rate between the groups with and without the sec-
ond transfer. However, the IVF histories of the women in
those two studies were not recorded. Also, Ashkenazi et al.

(8) suggested that the second transfer procedure might have
a deleterious influence, possibly related to infection or trauma,
on the implantation of embryos transferred 2 days earlier.

However, Tur-Kaspa and his coworkers (27) found no signif-
icant differences in pregnancy rates with and without immedi-
ately repeated transfers. The results of the current study agree

with Tur-Kaspa group, and shows that the second transfer has
no adverse effect on the implantation process.

Concern remains regarding the risk of multiple pregnancies

associated with sequential embryo transfer due to the high
number of embryos transferred. In this study, the number of
transferred embryos was similar between the D3/D5 and D3
groups; no difference existed in the incidence of multiple preg-

nancies which was in agreement with Fang et al. (10).

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, for patients with repeated IVF–embryo transfer
failures, sequential transfer on day 3 and day 5 may improve
the clinical pregnancy rate in cases of repeated implantation

failure as long as good-quality embryos are available. This
approach has the advantage of possibility of blastocyst trans-
fer without exposing the whole cycle to the risk of cancelation.

It is important to note that this technique is suitable for
patients having an adequate number of good quality embryos
to be replaced on both days of transfer and thus not suitable

for poor responders.
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